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Abstract
Objective: Slow-wave activity (SWA) during sleep is reduced in people with
amnestic mild cognitive impairment (aMCI) and is related to sleep-dependent
memory consolidation. Acoustic stimulation of slow oscillations has proven
effective in enhancing SWA and memory in younger and older adults. In this
study we aimed to determine whether acoustic stimulation during sleep boosts
SWA and improves memory performance in people with aMCI. Methods: Nine
adults with aMCI (72  8.7 years) completed one night of acoustic stimulation
(stim) and one night of sham stimulation (sham) in a blinded, randomized
crossover study. Acoustic stimuli were delivered phase-locked to the upstate of
the endogenous sleep slow-waves. Participants completed a declarative recall task
with 44 word-pairs before and after sleep. Results: During intervals of acoustic
stimulation, SWA increased by >10% over sham intervals (P < 0.01), but memory recall increased in only five of the nine patients. The increase in SWA with
stimulation was associated with improved morning word recall (r = 0.78,
P = 0.012). Interpretation: Acoustic stimulation delivered during slow-wave
sleep over one night was effective for enhancing SWA in individuals with aMCI.
Given established relationships between SWA and memory, a larger or more
prolonged enhancement may be needed to consistently improve memory in
aMCI.

Introduction
Given the increasing age of the population1 and the staggering predicted rise in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) prevalence,2 understanding the pathophysiology and risk
factors for AD are of paramount importance to develop
preventative and therapeutic strategies. Because most clinical trials in AD have been unsuccessful,3 focus has shifted
to treating earlier stages of the disease. A precursor to the
dementia caused by AD is amnestic mild cognitive
impairment (aMCI) – a condition of memory dysfunction
without impairment in functional independence – which
carries a 60–65% lifetime risk of conversion into AD.4
Compelling evidence indicates that sleep disruption is a
potential risk factor for the development of aMCI and AD

dementia.5–10 Several sleep disturbances have been
observed in people with aMCI; the most pronounced
changes include reduced amount of time spent in the
deepest stage of non-rapid eye movement sleep (NREM),
also known as slow-wave sleep (SWS). People with aMCI
have reductions in SWS,8–11 sleep-spindle count10 and
density,7,12 and slow-wave activity (SWA),10 a quantitative
measurement of SWS determined by electroencephalographic (EEG) power in the 0.5–4 Hz frequency band.8–10
Interestingly, lower SWA correlates with higher levels of
amyloid-b, a marker of AD,13 and may therefore be an
important therapeutic target.5
Sleep,14,15 — more specifically SWS and SWA,16 spindles,17 and their functional coupling,18,19 — has been
shown to contribute to memory consolidation. During
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SWS, thalamo-cortical network activity contributes to the
consolidation of memories, particularly declarative memories, in the cortex.16,20 One proposed mechanism for
linking sleep and age-related memory decline is that aging
leads to atrophy in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC),
a key anatomic location for slow-wave generation.21
Indeed, mPFC atrophy may mediate memory impairments via SWA disruption6,22 and lead to the functional
uncoupling of slow-wave and spindle activity23 critical for
memory consolidation. In aMCI the functional integrity
of the thalamo-cortical network is already impaired
beyond the normal effect of aging,24,25 and therefore the
influence of sleep on memory consolidation may be even
further disrupted.
Given the critical link between SWS and memory,
SWA could be a therapeutic target for staving off cognitive decline if it can be improved with noninvasive methods. However, people with aMCI have reduced SWA and
more sleep fragmentation,8 making targeting SWS challenging. A recent study showed that slow-oscillatory transcranial direct current stimulation (SO-tDCS) during
naps boosted SWA in people with aMCI,26 but this
methodology has practical limitations such as ease of use
and long-term safety. In contrast, acoustic stimulation has
no known side effects and can be developed for use at
home. We have previously shown that acoustic stimulation of slow-waves during overnight sleep can enhance
SWA and improve memory in cognitively healthy older
adults.27 In this study in people with aMCI, the primary
aims were to examine (1) the feasibility of acoustic stimulation during overnight sleep to enhance SWA and (2)
the relationship between SWA enhancement and memory.

Methods
Participants and experimental design
Nine adults with aMCI [mean age 72 years (range 62–
86), 4 men, mean education 16 years (range 12–18)] were
recruited from the Northwestern University Alzheimer’s
Disease Center Clinical Core registry. This study was registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT02608840). The Northwestern University Institutional Review Board approved
this study, and all participants provided written informed
consent. Participants had undergone neuropsychological
and neurological research evaluations within 1 year prior
to this study, according to standardized data collection
procedures contained in the Uniform Data Set.28,29 The
diagnosis of aMCI was based on current guidelines: a
change in cognition compared to the individual’s previous level, scores of 1.5 or more standard deviations below
the mean compared to age, gender, and education level in
one or more cognitive domains, including declarative
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memory.30 Diagnosis also required preserved independence in functional abilities and no impairment in social
or occupational functioning. Exclusion criteria included:
(1) alcohol or substance abuse; (2) history of seizures; (3)
circadian rhythm disorder; (4) current hypnotic drug use;
(5) hearing loss or hearing aid use; and (6) moderate-severe sleep apnea (apnea-hypopnea index ≥ 15 events/h) on
the home sleep apnea test. Participants wore actigraphy
monitors for 1 week prior to completing the overnight
visits to determine habitual sleep and wake times.
A randomized crossover sham-controlled study design
was employed. Participants completed two overnight visits at least 1 week apart. Participants received acoustic
stimulation during one visit (stim) and sham-stimulation
(sham) during the other visit while blinded to experimental condition. Sham stimulation consisted of an identical
procedure with EEG tracking but without sound delivery.
Participants completed a word-pair learning task and two
cued-recall tests beginning 90 min prior to their habitual
sleep time (Fig. 1). Lights were turned off at habitual
sleep time and participants were given at least 8 h of
opportunity to sleep during which sleep was monitored
with polysomnography. One hour after waking, participants completed subjective sleep quality and alertness
questionnaires followed by the morning cued-recall test.

Polysomnography recording
EEG was recorded from nine channels (Fpz, F3, F4, C3,
C4, P3, P4, O1, O2) referenced to left mastoid. Impedances were lowered to <10 kΩ. Electro-oculogram and
chin electromyogram were also recorded. See Data S1 for
additional EEG preprocessing details.
To examine the effect of stimulation on sleep structure,
an experienced rater (RM) blinded to the experimental
condition scored sleep staging and arousals offline with
Polysmith (v.8.0, Nihon Kohden) reading software using
the AASM scoring criteria.31 Duration (min) and percentage of time spent in each stage of sleep (N1, N2, N3,
REM sleep), total sleep time, sleep efficiency, and arousal
index (number/h) were calculated.

Phase-locked acoustic stimulation
The phase-locked loop acoustic stimulation methodology
used in this study has been described extensively elsewhere32 and parameters for stimulation were in line with
those used in the previous study of cognitively healthy
older adults (Data S1).27 A single input from the midline
frontopolar (Fpz) channel was used for online detection
of sleep. Primarily during NREM stage 2 and 3, the adaptive phase-locked algorithm delivered acoustic pulses targeted 20° before the peak of the up-state of the
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Figure 1. (A) Study protocol and schematic of acoustic stimulation paradigm. Lights out was set at habitual sleep time, with lights on at habitual
sleep time +8 h. PSG: polysomnography. (B) Stimulation consist of five acoustic pulses separated by ~1 sec each (dotted lines, ON interval). Each
ON interval was followed by ~6 sec of no sound (OFF interval). Stimulation (repeated sets of ON and OFF intervals) occurred for a mean of
122 min of the night, of which a 15 sec snippet is shown. Sham-stimulation was identical but no sound was played.

endogenous slow-oscillation (Fig. 2B). The stimulation
routine consisted of 50 msec pulses of pink (1/f) noise,
delivered in blocks of 5 (ON interval). Each ON interval
was followed by a pause of five algorithmic oscillations
(~6 sec) detected in the same way (OFF interval) (Fig. 1).
Sounds were delivered through flat headphones inside a
soft headband. Sound intensity was adjusted to a subjectively comfortable volume (30–50 dB) while awake but to
a level that participants felt would not wake them up.
Circular histograms for the mean phase of pulse delivery
were calculated as previously described27 (Data S1) and
used to assess slow-wave targeting.

Cognitive assessments
To assess declarative memory, participants completed a
verbal paired-associate test including a learning phase and

two cued-recall tests before sleep and one cued-recall test
after sleep. The learning and testing paradigm (Data S1)
followed previously published methods27,33 in which participants viewed 44 moderately associated word pairs
(e.g., tropics-heat) as used in previous studies on sleep
and memory.10,33–36 During each testing phase, participants completed a cued-recall test in which they were
presented with the first word of each pair and were given
10 sec to verbally recall the matching word and then
given the correct word. A different learning word list was
used for each overnight visit. Memory performance was
measured as change in word recall from the second recall
test in the evening to the morning test (morning score
minus evening score).
To determine if domains other than verbal memory
were influenced by stimulation, participants were also
administered the NIH Toolbox Cognition Battery
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Figure 2. Phase targeting of acoustic pulses to the up-state of the slow wave. (A) Distribution of phase for all acoustic pulses. Spread is depicted
in 20 bins of 18°. Red line indicates mean phase vector. (B) Schematic of targeted phase angle (dotted red line) 20° prior to the peak of the upstate (360/0°).

(NIHTB, Data S1), which includes a brief set of measures
of working memory, picture memory, language and executive attention.37,38 The NIHTB was administered in the
morning in both stim and sham conditions.

Auditory event-related potentials (ERPs)
Auditory ERPs were examined to assess the effects of
stimulation on recordings from channel Fpz. ERPs were
computed separately for pulse one through five, each with
a 2-sec window (500 msec before the pulse, and
1500 msec after), time-locked to the each pulse of the
ON intervals (time = 0) for stim and sham.

Sleep and cycle analysis
Spectral power analysis was conducted during acoustic
stimulation to compare changes in spectral power
between the ON and OFF intervals of each night and
between conditions on channel Fpz. EEG data was bandpass filtered (0.25–25 Hz). Mean power using a Fast
Fourier Transform (4 sec window, 50% overlap) was calculated in the slow oscillation (SO, 0.5 to <1 Hz), “high”
SWA (1–4 Hz), entire SWA band, (0.5–4 Hz), h (>4–
7 Hz), r (>9–15 Hz) and b (>16–20 Hz) frequency bands
for the ON and OFF intervals of the stim and sham
nights. To account for differences between nights, average
power for each frequency band was normalized to the
total power in ON and OFF intervals for the entire
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frequency band (0.5–20 Hz). Average percent power difference between sham ON intervals and stim ON intervals
was calculated. Sleep cycle analysis was used to examine
the time course of SWA decline throughout the night
(Data S1).
Given that spindles have been shown to play a role in
memory consolidation during sleep14 and that previous
studies of acoustic stimulation of slow waves have found
concomitant changes in spindles,27,36,39 we also examined
spindle changes in this study. Automated spindle detection (spindles between 9 and 16 Hz) was performed on
channel Fpz for all ON and OFF intervals for stim and
sham by adapting previously published methods40,41 that
have also been employed in older adults.27,42 Additional
details are described in Data S1. Spindles were examined
for duration, peak amplitude, frequency, and density
(number of spindles per minute of ON and OFF intervals).

Statistical analysis
Normality for all variables was tested using the ShapiroWilk test. For between-night differences in sleep characteristics (spectral power, PSG, spindles) and memory performance, paired two-sample t-tests were used. Circular
statistics (mean, SD) for phase targeting were computed
using the Matlab “circ_stat” toolbox.
Individual ERP analyses were conducted at each time
point with paired sample t-tests and corrected for
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multiple comparisons using a false discovery rate (FDR)
of q < 0.05. To evaluate differences in ERP response from
the first through the fifth pulse, a repeated measures
ANOVA was used to evaluate Condition (stim/sham),
Time (pulse 1–5), and Condition*Time. Mean absolute
value of the ERP response following each pulse (0–
1500 msec) for stim and sham were used in the ANOVA.
Pearson correlations were used to test for associations
between sleep characteristics and memory performance.
Mean and standard error of the mean are reported as
mean (SEM) unless otherwise noted.

(6.7) of stage N2, and a minimal percentage of stage N1,
REM, and wake [3.6% (0.9), 1.4 (0.4)%, and 1.9% (0.3),
respectively].
There were no significant differences between stim and
sham in sleep-staging characteristics, such as sleep duration, sleep efficiency, and arousal index (Table 1). There
was a slight but nonsignificant reduction in time spent in
stage N2 and stage N3 (P = 0.08). There were no significant differences between stim and sham in spindle characteristics or spindle density during ON intervals
(Table 1).

Results

Event related potentials

Phase targeting and polysomnography sleep
characteristics
Mean SO phase for acoustic stimulation pulses was 350.1
(20.2)° (Fig. 2A). Mean duration of ON and OFF intervals of stimulation was 122.0 (20.7) min. Stimulation
occurred for a mean of 75.3% (7.6) of stage N3, 37%

Table 1. Sleep macrostructure and spindle characteristics for stim
and sham nights

Total sleep time (min)
Sleep efficiency (%)
Sleep latency (min)
Wake after sleep onset (min)
Stage N1 (min)
Stage N2 (min)
Stage N3 (min)
Stage REM (min)
Stage N2 + N3 (min)
Stage N1 (%)
Stage N2 (%)
Stage N3 (%)
Stage REM (%)
Stage N2 + N3 (%)
Arousal overall (number)
Arousal in stage N2
(number)
Arousal in stage N3
(number)
Arousal index total
Arousal index stage N2
(per hour)
Arousal index stage N3
(per hour)
Spindle amplitude (lV)
Spindle duration (msec)
Spindle frequency (Hz)
Spindle density (number/min)

Sham

Stim

P

378.9 (12.7)
79.2 (2.8)
19.8 (4.9)
81.6 (13.7)
33.1 (5.2)
226.3 (13.3)
60.3 (15.7)
58.2 (11.9)
286.6 (14.8)
8.9 (1.5)
59.9 (3.5)
15.5 (3.6)
15.6 (3.3)
32.6 (1.6)
81.9 (10.7)
34.8 (6.3)

364.2 (22.2)
75.8 (4.9)
23.8 (7.7)
98.2 (18.1)
35.1 (4.2)
225.2 (18.4)
39.0 (8.2)
64.9 (8.2)
264.1 (20.9)
9.8 (1.3)
61.7 (2.7)
10.3 (1.9)
18.2 (2.3)
30.3 (2.2)
89.6 (13.0)
36.3 (5.8)

0.40
0.37
0.64
0.62
0.65
0.95
0.18
0.57
0.08
0.55
0.66
0.18
0.31
0.10
0.54
0.80

1.8 (0.65)

2.4 (0.67)

0.46

13.3 (1.9)
8.7 (1.3)

15.4 (2.5)
10.0 (1.5)

0.40
0.43

2.0 (0.72)

3.4 (0.85)

0.20

19.2 (1.6)
702.5 (37.2)
11.3 (0.15)
3.8 (0.53)

19.0 (1.6)
694.0 (37.5)
11.4 (0.11)
3.9 (0.43)

0.86
0.54
0.31
0.50

Spindle characteristics are described for ON intervals for sham and stim.

The average ERP, aligned to the first pulse of the block,
revealed a significant increase in both negative and positive potentials at about 500 and 1200 msec for each pulse,
except for pulse five which was significant only at
500 msec (Fig. 3). An ANOVA revealed a significant Condition effect (P = 0.007) indicating an increase in ERP
amplitude in stim compared to sham, which was observed
across all five pulses (Time*Condition: P = 0.52).

Sleep spectral analysis
As depicted in Figure 4A, SO activity and SWA increased
by 15.1% (2.8) and 11.4% (2.9), respectively, during stim
ON compared to sham ON intervals (P < 0.01). “High”
SWA was increased by 8.6% (5.1) compared to sham ON
(data not shown, P < 0.01). Sigma activity was also
increased by 16.2% (8.1), but this effect did not reach significance (P = 0.09). Theta and b activity remained
unchanged by stimulation (Fig. 4A). SO and SWA
decreased by 8.1% (3.3) and 6.6% (2.9) during stim OFF
intervals compared to sham OFF intervals (P = 0.040 and
P = 0.046, respectively, Figure 4B). No other effects were
observed in h, r, or b activity (P > 0.8).
To measure within-night effects of stimulation, we
examined changes in ON compared to OFF intervals.
Acoustic stimulation led to an SO increase in 22.2% (5.1,
P = 0.003), a SWA increase in 17.9% (4.12, P = 0.004),
and a h increase in 5.0% (1.3, P = 0.02). Such differences
were not present in the sham condition. No differences
were observed for the r and b bands in the stim condition (P > 0.15).
There was no difference in mean NREM SWA between
stim and sham conditions [stim: 110.1 (10.1) lV2/Hz,
sham: 119.3 (14.0) lV2/Hz, P = 0.08]. There was no difference between stim and sham in normalized SWA
power (P = 0.30) nor for any other power bands during
NREM sleep.
Examining SWA during ON intervals across the first
four sleep cycles, there was a trend for increased SWA in
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Figure 3. Event-related potentials (ERPs) in response to acoustic stimuli. Grand average ERPs for stim and sham for each pulse of the series (one
through five) in the ON interval aligned to the respective pulse. Black bars indicate P < 0.05 between stim and sham, FDR corrected for multiple
comparisons.

Figure 4. Percentage change in spectral power for SO (>0.5–1 Hz), SWA (>0.5–4 Hz), h (>4–8 Hz), r (>9–15 Hz), and b (>16–25 Hz) for stim
and sham ON and OFF intervals. (A) SO and SWA power was significantly increased in stim ON compared to sham ON conditions, with a trend
for r power (SO: P = 0.001, SWA: P = 0.003, r: P = 0.09). (B) SO and SWA power were significantly reduced in stim OFF compared to sham
OFF condition (SO: P = 0.03, SWA: P = 0.04).

stim ON compared to sham ON intervals that did not
reach significance (Fig. S1A, condition: P = 0.05, cycle:
P < 0.001, condition*cycle: P = 0.70) and no difference
between stim OFF and sham OFF intervals (Fig. S1B).

Cognitive measures
In the two conditions, participants recalled a similar number of words both during the second recall test prior to
sleep [stim: 12.6 (11.4), sham: 14.7 (11.2), P = 0.43] and
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after sleep [stim: 14.0 (13.0), sham: 14.8 (14.0), P = 0.39].
When examined as an overnight change (morning minus
evening) performance was better in the stim condition,
though this effect did not reach significance [Fig. 5A; stim:
1.4 (0.4), sham: 0.11 (1.3), P = 0.56]. Notably, most participants (5/9) recalled more words in the stim condition over
sham (Fig. 5A). Morning NIHTB scores were the same
between conditions (Table S1). Participants did not differ
in self-reported sleep quality in the morning after stim or
sham intervention (Data S1).
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Figure 5. Word recall performance and associations with SWA. (A) Overnight change in number of words recalled (morning minus evening) for
stim and sham. Red indicates five participants with a larger overnight improvement in recall in the stim compared to the sham condition. Gray
represents two participants who performed the same, while black indicates two who performed worse in stim compared to sham. Box plots
represent the increase in recall from evening to morning; the mean change was +1.4 words for stim and +0.1 words for sham (P = 0.39). (B) A
positive association is shown between the increase in SWA in ON versus OFF intervals and the number of word pairs recalled in stim.

Despite the similarity in memory performance between
conditions, there were significant associations between
SWA enhancement and memory. The degree to which
the stimulation enhanced SWA in ON versus OFF intervals positively correlated with overnight word recall
(Fig. 5B, r = 0.78, P = 0.012). SO activity (r = 0.72,
P = 0.029) and r power (r = 0.72, P = 0.028) in ON versus OFF intervals were also associated with overnight
change in recall, while h and b power were not. The
amount of stimulation based SWA increase in ON versus
OFF intervals also correlated with total cognitive scores
on the NIHTB in the stim condition (r = 0.75,
P = 0.031), but not in the sham condition (r = 0.31,
P = 0.46). No power bands in sham ON versus OFF
intervals were associated with overnight word recall (all
P’s>0.20). There were no associations between word recall
and spindle characteristics (e.g., density, amplitude) or
sleep macrostructure (e.g., SWS, sleep efficiency) in stim
or sham.

Discussion
In this study we provide initial evidence that acoustic
stimulation is a viable technique for enhancing SWA during overnight sleep in people with aMCI. Furthermore,
the degree of SWA enhancement was associated with
overnight declarative memory improvement, indicating
the potential of slow-wave stimulation for mitigating
memory difficulties.

Given that slow-wave amplitudes are reduced in individuals with aMCI,10 whether the stimulation procedure
would be viable and effective was questionable. Here,
using the same parameters as in cognitively healthy older
adults,27 acoustic stimuli successfully targeted the upstate of slow-waves. Our results indicate that slow-waves
in aMCI were (1) suitable for tracking by the algorithm
for delivery of stimuli and (2) amenable to being
enhanced.
Acoustic stimulation significantly increased SO by
~15% and SWA by ~11% in stim ON compared to sham
ON intervals, similar to the enhancement seen in cognitively healthy older adults.27 Additionally, there was a
trend for an increase in SWA during ON intervals
throughout the first four cycles of sleep, particularly in
cycle 2 and 3 of sleep showing a similar trend observed in
young adults.43 Similarly, the lack of a difference in SWA
in cycle 1 may might be due to variability or to ceiling
effects.
We observed a re-organization of power in which stimulation resulted in SWA enhancement during ON intervals followed by a reduction during OFF intervals, with
no net effect on NREM SWA. This re-organization of
SWA has also been observed in older adults27 and
younger adults43 using the same methodology. The
increase in ON intervals was counteracted by a reduction
in OFF intervals resulting in an absence of overall change
in sleep macrostructure (e.g., SWS duration) and NREM
SWA power across the night found in this study and
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elsewhere.27,39 The lack of overall changes to NREM SWA
may also be due to the method of stimulation (5 pulses
ON, 5 OFF), which differs from other studies that use 1–
2 pulses at fixed intervals36,39,44,45 or due to a refractoriness in large-scale neural synchronization. Other studies
have found that longer trains of noninvasive stimulation
using acoustic stimuli35 and SO-tDCS46 can induce a
reduction in power in slower oscillatory frequencies,
though no adverse consequences on cognitive performance were observed.
As predicted from a previous study,27 the degree of
SWA enhancement in ON versus OFF intervals was associated with memory performance on the verbal paired-associates task and total score on the NIHTB. A greater
enhancement in SO, SWA, and r activity was associated
with a greater increase in the number of correctly recalled
words from evening to morning, consistent with previous
findings in cognitively healthy older adults.27 This relationship suggests that the transient state or re-organization of power induced by stimulation, rather than overall
sleep changes, is critical for sleep-dependent memory consolidation. The transient enhancement of SWA in ON
versus OFF intervals is supported by a recent study in
young adults using the same acoustic stimulation paradigm. Changes in ON versus OFF intervals were significantly associated with autonomic nervous system
function,43 suggesting that the phenomena of SWA reorganization has widespread implications for physiology.
Indeed there is evidence that the brain follows a cyclical
cortical excitability between 0.02 and 0.2 Hz47,48 and it
may be that acoustic stimulation in 5 sec intervals capitalizes on this existing cyclical modulation.
In light of these findings, it appears that individuals
with aMCI continue to maintain enough brain plasticity
to allow for modulation during the ON versus OFF intervals of acoustic stimulation, adding credence to the feasibility of use as an interventional tool. Furthermore, it
may be that a transient reorganization of SWA is enough
for neuronal synchronization within the thalamo-cortical
network to potentiate memory consolidation.49,50 Indeed,
induced refractoriness from continuous acoustic stimuli
ultimately did not negatively impact memory consolidation.36 Beyond a larger scale reorganization, our method
of stimulation may also transiently induce coupling
between SWA and spindles that supports memory consolidation, even though the strength of such coupling has
been shown to deteriorate in older age.23 Nonetheless, the
reorganization of SWA with acoustic stimulation is a relatively new observation,27,43 warranting additional studies
to further elucidate what mechanisms contribute to the
observed phenomenon.
The finding of similar memory performance in the stim
and sham conditions does not fit with the association
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between memory and the SWA ON versus OFF ratio. Five
participants recalled fewer than 10 words prior to sleep,
indicating difficulty with memory encoding and potentially limiting the ability of acoustic stimulation to affect
sleep-dependent consolidation. Furthermore, the degree
of SWA enhancement was highly variable, as some participants responded while others did not (range: 1.4–29.8%).
Further adjustments to the stimulation technique, such as
an increase in the number or duration of stimuli or even
multiple nights of stimulation, may be needed to achieve
a consistently larger effect on slow-wave enhancement or
memory performance.
Despite an increase in r power in stim ON intervals,
we did not find significant differences in direct spindle
characteristics, such as density or amplitude. In cognitively healthy older adults, acoustic stimulation has been
shown to increase both r power and spindle density during overnight sleep.27 Though there are no acoustic stimulation studies in aMCI for comparison, one study has
demonstrated that SO-tDCS enhances SWA and spindle
activity during naps.26 Our results may differ, in part, due
to differences in sleep physiology between daytime naps
and overnight sleep as well as methodological differences
between acoustic versus electrical stimulation. Alternatively, acoustic stimulation may not be as effective as SOtDCS in eliciting spindles in individuals with aMCI due
to atrophy in the prefrontal cortex,51 hippocampus,52, or
thalamus.24,25
This study has several limitations. First, this study had
a small sample size. However, the effect on SWA was
rather robust, demonstrating the feasibility of acoustic
stimulation as a tool for manipulating SWA. Second, the
association between the SWA increase in ON/OFF intervals and word recall is impacted by a participant who had
a large response to stimulation and a large overnight
memory improvement. However, the response observed is
not an outlier and is in line with the range of responsiveness observed in data reported previously in healthy controls, where at least five participants had a >35% increase
in SWA.27 This study primarily aims to test feasibility of
increasing SWA in aMCI, and therefore future studies
must include larger sample sizes to further elucidate what
contributes to responsiveness to acoustic stimulation during sleep and what impact this may have on memory.
Future studies on repeated stimulation over multiple
nights and wider cognitive assessments will be important
to further determine the utility of acoustic stimulation as
a potential therapeutic tool and intervention for sleep and
memory decline in individuals with aMCI.
In conclusion, acoustic stimulation during sleep can
enhance SWA in aMCI. This finding supports the hypothesis that deep sleep can be improved in individuals with
aMCI. Although memory improved with stimulation in
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five of nine participants, it was not significantly better
with stimulation. Yet, the degree of SO, SWA, and r
activity enhancement was positively associated with overnight memory consolidation, supporting the hypothesis
that SWA remains important for memory consolidation
in patients with cognitive decline. Furthermore, acoustic
stimulation may prove useful in elucidating the relationship between sleep in memory in disease and as a potential early-stage sleep intervention for aMCI.
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Figure S1. Slow wave activity (SWA) by cycle of sleep for
ON and OFF intervals of stim and sham. The amount of
SWA (0.5–4 Hz, channel Fpz) was calculated for ON (A)
and OFF (B) intervals for each cycle of sleep normalized
to SWA in all ON and OFF intervals for the entire night.
Stim showed a trend for more SWA in ON intervals compared to sham, but the result did not reach statistical significance. There was no difference in stim OFF and sham
OFF intervals.
Table S1. NIH Cognition Toolbox scores for each cognitive subtest and the composite scores for stim and sham
Data S1. Supplemental methods and results.
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